
BENEFITS OF HARDENED 
DWDM TRANSPORT NETWORKS 

 ■ Push DWDM deep into access 
networks in environments that 
traditional DWDM equipment cannot 
support 

 ■ Support all access architectures, 
from simple hub-and-spoke networks 
to more complex amplified linear, 
horseshoe, and ring networks 

 ■ Cost-reduce and free up space and 
power from constrained locations by 
hardening the site and removing air-
conditioning equipment 

 ■ Enable long-haul DWDM ILA sites in 
tough environments such as deserts or 
mountainous terrain 

 ■ Support power/oil/gas utility networks 
or railway/highway communications 
networks with hardened deployments 
in remote locations

Hardened DWDM for Demanding 
Transport Network Applications 
Enabling High-capacity DWDM Closer to the Edge and 
in Challenging Environments

Bandwidth Growth and Its Impact on Network Architecture 
Network operators face considerable challenges as they scale their optical transport 

networks to meet end users’ constantly rising bandwidth demands while also managing 

overall network economics. New access technologies such as XGS-PON, 25G/100G 

PON, and 5G mobile networks offer ever-higher bandwidth to users, and bandwidth 

demands show no sign of abating. The drive toward ever-higher network bandwidth 

and lowest-cost-per-bit transport is pushing DWDM metro aggregation and metro core 

networks to coherent DWDM technology, typically operating at 100G, 200G, or even 

400G per wavelength. The consensus within the industry is that 400G transceivers will 

start to dominate metro aggregation and metro core networks, either directly installed in 

third-party host devices such as routers or switches or hosted in DWDM hardware such as 

transponders. 

As metro aggregation and metro core network bandwidth grows, metro access networks 

also need to scale to bridge the bandwidth gap between last-mile networks, such as PON- 

or DSL-based residential broadband networks or 4G/5G mobile, and the coherent DWDM 

metro aggregation network. This is driving DWDM technology deeper into metro access 

networks and closer to the end customer.

While some high-capacity locations within access networks have had direct DWDM 

connectivity for many years, the clear trend is that as capacity demands rise in end-user 

applications and last-mile access networks, capacity in metro access networks needs 

to scale accordingly. This is driving many metro access networks that were previously 

supported with grey optics to the higher capacity levels that require DWDM optics. In 

some cases, the capacity requirements are so high that 100G+ coherent DWDM optics 

are required within these metro access networks. 

Many of these metro access networks span the domain from the last local exchange 

location through to the end customer. Therefore, any equipment installed in this domain 

may need to be hardened to enable deployment in locations such as street cabinets 

that are not as environmentally controlled as the usual air-conditioned telecoms local 

exchange buildings required for DWDM transport networks.

Hardened DWDM Networking Applications
The most common hardened DWDM networking application is DWDM access networks 

collecting traffic from last-mile access networks for handoff to the closest temperature-

controlled local exchange building or similar location. Applications that drive these 

networks include:

 ■ Mobile transport – 5G xHaul and fronthaul/backhaul for earlier generations of 

mobile telephony. Higher capacities and the need to support multiple mobile 

generations at the same location can drive networks to require DWDM transport.
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Figure 1: Four major trends in metro networks

 ■ Residential broadband – The move toward higher-capacity residential services pushes broadband devices closer to the customer. 

Fiber-to-the-curb (FttC)-based DSL networks with remote DSLAMs, remote CMTS devices in cable networks, and remote OLTs in PON 

networks can all require DWDM-based backhaul in the DWDM metro access network.

 ■ Business services – Typically more bespoke than mobile or residential access networks, business services may require hardened 

devices on the customer premises or hardened DWDM for networks that support multiple customers over a common fiber/fiber pair. 

 ■ Converged networks – Many access networks are converged and support multiple instances of the applications/services outlined 

above over a common infrastructure. This further drives the case for DWDM as a common underlying transport network in the access 

network.

Beyond generic telecoms and cable MSO metro access networks, there are several additional applications that may require hardened 

DWDM platforms:

 ■ Utility and transport networks – Many utility operator networks, such as those supporting the oil and gas or electrical power 

industries, and transport networks, such as railway or highway networks, can also benefit from hardened DWDM transport. These 

networks differ slightly from metro access networks in that they may span longer distances such as along oil or gas pipelines or 

along railway lines or major highways. These networks may be more linear in nature between major switching locations, with either 

amplifier or add/drop locations along the interconnecting transport routes. Many of these intermediate locations will be remote 

cabinets that will also benefit from hardened DWDM capabilities. 

 ■ In-line amplifier (ILA) nodes in high-capacity long-haul networks in tough environments – Long-haul DWDM networks can 

sometimes span rugged environments where there is limited existing infrastructure, such as deserts or rural/mountainous areas 

between major cities in large counties. In these applications, hardened DWDM devices can be used for in-line amplifier sites to 

reduce the need for environmentally controlled buildings or to lower the cooling requirements within existing locations that could be 

used as ILA sites.

 ■ Removing/lowering air-conditioning requirements in space- and power-constrained environments – In a similar manner to the 

previous application, migration to hardened devices can also be used in locations that are space and/or power restricted to remove 

or lower the need for air conditioning within the site. This lowers operational costs and frees up space and power for additional 

networking hardware. 

 ■ Off-grid (power) locations – A further adaptation of the previous two applications is utilizing hardened DWDM in very remote 

locations, such as very remote ILA sites for long-haul networks, that are even off the power grid. In these cases, hardened DWDM 

equipment removes the need for additional air conditioning, and the whole site can be powered by solar power with a battery 

backup. 

 ■ Site consolidation activities – Many network operators are consolidating access sites to lower operational costs. Hardened DWDM 

enables these network operators to transfer networking resources to street cabinets and decommission temperature-controlled 

buildings.
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Figure 2: Street cabinets house a broad range of telecoms last-mile and metro access network equipment

While many access networks may require hardening, the need for hardened networking may not be a network-wide requirement. Some 

networks may span a range of facilities requiring a mix of hardened domains and conventional DWDM domains in standard temperature-

controlled environments. Alternatively, hardened DWDM may only be required for a small number of isolated nodes within a network. For 

example, some networks could be deployable with conventional DWDM, but their operators may struggle to find amplifier sites on longer 

spans. In these cases, the option of hardened DWDM broadens the range of possible amplifier sites, enabling the operator to deploy the 

network. 

What Is Hardening?
Many people initially associate hardening with the ability to support a broader temperature range than is found in the local exchange 

environment, which is usually air conditioned to ensure that the operating temperature stays within acceptable limits. However, hardened 

DWDM access networks require a broader range of additional requirements to support a wider set of challenges involved in supporting the 

range of possible installation locations. 

Street cabinets and similar enclosures in locations such as cell sites are the most common deployment locations within these types of 

networks, but other locations could include non-controlled equipment rooms in customer premises. Sometimes smaller passive/unpowered 

locations could also include wall- or pole-mounted units or even subterranean locations such as enclosures under manhole covers.

Hardened DWDM network locations need to consider the following additional requirements beyond those found in the rest of the DWDM 

network:

1. Extended temperature range – The most obvious hardening requirement is to support a broader ambient air temperature range 

than the +5 to +40°C (+41 to +104°F) typically required for normal operations in a standard telecoms environment. Due to the range of 

possible deployment locations and temperature fluctuations, hardened equipment typically supports a range of -40° to +65°C (-40° to 

+149°F).

2. Low footprint – Space in street cabinets is usually a very limited resource, and upgrades to add space via additional cabinets can be 

expensive and very time consuming. Therefore, any hardened DWDM equipment should minimize footprint and ideally fit within a 

single 1RU-high device. 

3. Low power consumption – Similarly, power is also a limited resource in street cabinets, especially considering that many older 

cabinets were not designed to support modern networking equipment. Therefore, any hardened DWDM equipment should minimize 

power consumption. 
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4. Low acoustic noise – Nobody wants a noisy street cabinet near their home or office, and therefore special attention should be paid 

to maintaining the cooling to within specifications, but not at the expense of overly noisy fans.

5. Ease of use – Access equipment may be supported in the field by technicians who cover a broad range of technologies and who 

aren’t necessarily experts in DWDM. Therefore, all field maintenance activities should be easy to perform to minimize the risk of 

accidental field failures. 

6. All front access – As street cabinets only allow front access to installed equipment, all hardened DWDM equipment requires front 

access for all connectivity and management ports, power connections, and field-replaceable units such as fans and air filters. 

7. Specialized features – Some hardened applications may also require specialized features/capabilities to support the specific 

application. For example, mobile networks may require enhanced low-latency and timing/synchronization features and performance. 

Some applications may also require higher performance in specific areas, such as higher resilience to vibrations for trackside 

equipment for railway network applications.  

Hardened Optical Transceivers
Transceivers, sometimes known as pluggable optics, are often a major source of heat within the overall DWDM system and usually run 

hotter than the overall system temperature. To support this requirement, pluggable transceivers have their own temperature specifications, 

which include a commercial temperature (C-temp) specification supporting 0 to +70°C (+32 to +158°F) and an industrial temperature (I-temp) 

specification supporting -40 to +85°C (-40 to +185°F). These temperature ranges cover the case temperature of the transceivers that are 

housed within the host system. The hardened host system, either a DWDM platform or other hardened hardware, such as a switch, router, 

or PON optical line terminal (OLT), will still typically operate over the -40° to +65°C temperature range taking the case temperature of 

transceivers into account in the design of the equipment. 

Hardened Networking Equipment
To support the range of hardened DWDM applications, network operators need a complete toolbox of hardened DWDM products, 

including:

Optical Layer and Transceivers:

 ■ Hardened passive WDM filters – Options that can either be rack mounted or deployed as standalones in other locations such as 

wall-/pole-mounted enclosures or subterranean enclosures such as under manholes.

 ■ Hardened DWDM optical amplifiers – For deployment either with other hardened components or as standalones at an ILA site for 

longer-reach networks.

 ■ Optical supervisory channel (OSC) and optical time-domain reflectometer (OTDR) – Remote hardened devices should support OSC 

and OTDR capabilities for day-to-day network management and additional network diagnostics in fault scenarios.

 ■ Hardened DWDM transceivers – Ideally these should support deployment both in DWDM hardware and directly into third-party 

devices such as switches and routers.

Transport Layer:

 ■ Hardened Xponders/packet optical devices – Hardened options that are functionally equivalent to standard DWDM devices.

 ■ Hardened demarcation devices – Simpler devices for terminating DWDM wavelengths and providing a service demarcation point.

With a full range of hardened DWDM networking devices, network operators should be able to design and build hardened networks that 

are functionally equivalent to normal DWDM system designs without additional restrictions. To achieve the required specifications, most 

hardened devices will take the form of enclosed pizza-box designs. 

Infinera’s Hardened DWDM Networking Solution
Infinera’s hardened DWDM networking solution is built around a portfolio of components of the XTM Series and ICE-XR, Infinera’s 

implementation of point-to-multipoint XR optics. These devices can be mixed with conventional components for the XTM Series to build 

hybrid networks with hardened and conventional domains within the network. Furthermore, these components all meet the hardened 

networking requirements outlined earlier in the document, and all networking devices utilize a compact 1RU-high pizza-box design. The 

pizza-box design means each device is a self-contained unit that is best suited to the intended hardened deployment environment. 
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Figure 3: The range of devices in Infinera’s hardened DWDM portfolio

All devices in the list below are XTM Series devices unless specified, and all are fully interoperable in any network application. 

Optical Layer and Optical Transceivers:

 ■ XTG Series Passive WDM filters – An extensive range of hardened C/DWDM filters with over 100,000 units deployed across the 

globe in passive WDM applications. Temperature hardened and available in a range of mechanical options, including rack mounting, 

passive enclosures for wall mounting, and splice trays for hermetically sealed units for deployment in subterranean enclosures (under 

manholes).

 ■ Hardened-EDFA – The Hardened-EDFA is a complete amplifier node in a hardened pizza-box enclosure. A key element in hardened 

networks, the amplifier extends capabilities from simple unamplified networks to a much broader range of applications. This high-

performance device supports the requirements of both metro and long-haul ILA applications. The Hardened-EDFA also includes OSC 

for network management and OTDR capabilities for additional network monitoring in fault scenarios. 

 ■ Hardened DWDM Transceivers:

 ■ I-temp options for many 10G direct-detect and 100G+ coherent transceivers

 ■ Auto-Lambda 10G transceivers – Autotuneable optics that are also host agnostic and can be deployed in third-party devices 

such as switches and routers. The host-agnostic nature of the optics means that the third-party host plays no role in the 

tuning process and treats the optics in the same way as conventional grey (non-DWDM) optics.

 ■ ICE-XR point-to-point and point-to-multipoint 25G to 400G coherent transceivers – Hardened variants of ICE-XR can also be 

used in either DWDM transport products or third-party hosts such as switches, routers, or hardened access products such as 

PON OLTs. ICE-XR optics support both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint operation. 

Transport Layer:

 ■ Layer 1

 ■ Hardened Fronthaul Access Unit – Initially intended for hardened fronthaul applications, this device provides six 10G 

transponder functions within a hardened device for 10G Ethernet/eCPRI services in any Ethernet-based application. The 

device can be paired with a functionally equivalent XTM Series chassis-mounted unit for use in temperature-controlled 

hub nodes if required. It provides extremely low latency and high-performance synchronization support for demanding 5G 

applications either with or without forward error correction (FEC). 

 ■ ICE-XR Network Demarcation Unit – A device that supports ICE-XR point-to-multipoint applications, this hardened product 

can be deployed in access locations to terminate ICE-XR 100G/200G optics and connect to multiple lower-speed interfaces. 
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 ■ Layer 2

 ■ EMXP Access Unit – A lower-capacity (52G) hardened packet optical transport switch supporting 1G and 10G services. 

 ■ EXMP XH800 – A higher-capacity (800G) hardened packet optical transport switch supporting 1G, 10G, 25G, and 100G 

services over 100G/200G coherent DWDM backhaul. 

 ■ Ethernet Demarcation Unit (EDU) – A hardened Layer 2 service demarcation device for 1G/10G services in access locations. 

Designed to work with the EMXP range of packet optical transport switches. 

 ■ Through the use of hardened smart pluggable transceivers, the hardened EMXPs and EDUs can support legacy TDM 

services in addition to Ethernet services.

Hardened Networking Case Study
Infinera has deployed many networks across the globe that are either totally hardened or hybrid networks with conventional DWDM in 

central office locations and hardened devices in the access domain in street cabinets. 

A good example of a hardened network is the case study outlined in the Auto-Lambda Application Note. This case study outlines the 

rationale for the selection of Auto-Lambda optics in access networks across a large Asian country to support network upgrades driven by 

5G plans and capacity expansion in residential networks.
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Figure 4: Auto-Lambda case study with totally hardened access nodes

One aspect of the network that the case study in the application note does not specifically highlight is the fact that all access nodes in the 

network are hardened. The use of Auto-Lambda optics brings considerable benefits in terms of network economics, space and power 

utilization, and ease of use, but it is also a key element of enabling the DWDM upgrade to take place in a hardened environment. The use 

of hardened Auto-Lambda optics in the preexisting hardened third-party devices, for example cell site gateway routers, along with newly 

installed hardened passive DWDM filters and Hardened-EDFAs means that all the access nodes can be upgraded to DWDM and remain 

hardened. The DWDM upgrade does not force previously uncooled nodes to upgrade to a fully temperature-controlled environment, 

which would be the case without hardened DWDM. This is a considerable benefit to the network operator on top of the overall network 

economics and space and power savings already highlighted in the case study. 
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Hardened  Networking Evolution 

The breadth of the Infinera hardened portfolio enables this network operator to also utilize this network for additional service offerings. 

Additional wavelengths can be deployed to access nodes using hardened Layer 1 or Layer 2 components as required. Furthermore, 

the operator is already preparing the network for a potential future upgrade to ICE-XR N x 25G point-to-multipoint networking when the 

network demands outgrow the capabilities of the current third-party routers. When these routers are upgraded from 10G-based optics to 

higher capacities, the network can then take advantage of the point-to-multipoint capabilities of ICE-XR, as outlined in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Case study – hardened network upgrade scenarios

Network Operator Benefits
Hardened DWDM networks utilizing a full portfolio of hardened networking devices bring considerable benefits to network operators as 

they scale access networks to support the ever-growing bandwidth demands of end customers. These include:

 ■ The primary benefit of hardened DWDM networks: scale access networks to higher capacity levels in environments that cannot 

support conventional DWDM. There are many aspects to this benefit:

 ■ Push high-capacity DWDM as deep as required in access networks to benefit from reusing the same fiber/fiber pair for 

multiple services/applications and the generic economic benefits of DWDM in non-traditional DWDM environments.

 ■ Avoid costly air-conditioning upgrades that conventional DWDM would require if that was the only option, and the associated 

space and power requirements of the additional air conditioning.

 ■ Support a broad range of hardened network architectures ranging from unamplified point-to-point/point-to-multipoint hub-and-spoke 

networks to aggregation horseshoe networks and amplified metro access/metro aggregation rings or linear networks.

 ■ Reduce or even free up space and power requirements within existing infrastructure by utilizing hardened DWDM and lowering or 

possibly fully removing air conditioning equipment.

 ■ Utilize hardened DWDM transceivers directly in third-party hardened devices such as cell site gateway routers in mobile networks 

or remote OLT devices in PON networks to ease installation, simplify network design, and reduce costs and space and power 

requirements.

 ■ Ease deployment with self-contained hardened devices, all front access, and simplified installation and commissioning. 
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Conclusions
The advantages for network operators pushing DWDM ever deeper into access networks are clear, with a main benefit of enabling DWDM 

in environments where networking equipment quite simply couldn’t be deployed without a full hardened portfolio covering amplified 

Layer 0, Layer 1, and Layer 2 options. Without a broad hardened portfolio covering all network architectures, network operators would be 

constrained to a restrictive set of deployment scenarios rather than have the ability to consider the design simply as a hardened variant of 

any other DWDM design. 

Infinera believes that the company’s hardened DWDM portfolio is the broadest and most comprehensive in the industry. While some other 

DWDM vendors offer some hardened DWDM components, to the best of Infinera’s knowledge, none offer a comparable hardened portfolio 

and therefore none can support the breadth of applications supported by the Infinera hardened DWDM portfolio. 

Beyond access networks for traditional telecoms and cable MSO applications, such as 4G/5G mobile xHaul or PON OLT/DSLAM/CMTS 

backhaul applications, the technology can also be applied to certain enterprise applications such as power/oil/gas utility or railway/highway 

networks to support challenging deployment scenarios. Furthermore, applications such as hardened ILA nodes in long-haul DWDM 

networks become feasible, enabling networks to span demanding locations such as deserts or rural or mountainous terrain. Alternatively, 

network operators can cost-reduce conventional long-haul deployments through the reduction or removal of air conditioning requirements 

in ILA sites. 

Further Reading
 ■ Auto-Lambda Application Note

 ■ XR Optics Solution Brief

 ■ XR Optics in 5G Transport Networks Application Note

Please contact your Infinera sales representative for more details on any of the specific products highlighted in this application note. 
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